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A DOWN-CYCLE FOR CONTAINER SHIPPING “SEEMS INEVITABLE,” SAYS HSBC
Container shipping market will come “back to
earth”, but should avoid a return to days of
unprofitability, HSBC Global Research says.
The three key words HSBC uses in a research
report on the Global Container Shipping market
are “peaked”, “down cycle” and “unavoidable”.
HSBC notes that freight rates have peaked and
says a down-cycle is “unavoidable” in 2023 and
2024, but believes it is “likely” that the sector
can avoid a return to losses.

“Quantifying the extent of the looming
down-cycle: Freight rates have peaked
and a down-cycle in 2023-24, driven by
overcapacity, seems inevitable. The
debate is over whether the sector has
learnt any lesson or will return to losses,”
HSBC said. While acknowledging that
there are “signs” that spot rates could fall
to pre-pandemic levels, HSBC believes
container shipping is now on a more solid
footing than it has been in the past.
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CHINESE PORTS DRILLED INTO CLOSEDLOOP MODE AMID NEW COVID OUTBREAKS
Having experienced on-off lockdowns since the Covid19 pandemic started in 2020, major container ports in
China are now ever-ready to impose closed-loop
operations as the country refuses to back down on its
zero-Covid-19 policy.
Today, the southern Chinese city of Shenzhen, home to
Yantian and Shekou ports, extended movement
restrictions that began in late August, after more
Covid-19 infections were discovered, but stopped
short of a full lockdown.

NEW US$1.4 BILLION FUNDING TO IMPROVE US
RAIL NETWORK
The US Department of Transportation (USDOT)
has announced the availability of more than
US$1.4 billion in Consolidated Rail Infrastructure
and Safety Improvement (CRISI) Grant funding.
The CRISI Program, administered by the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA), aims to promote
projects to modernise America's freight and
passenger rail infrastructure.
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EAST COAST, TEXAS PORTS GAIN AS RETAILERS
SKIRT PACIFIC GRIDLOCK
Supply chain obstacles are forcing U.S. retailers to
rewire their shipping routes. The early winners are
East and Gulf Coast ports, which are taking business
from rivals out west at the fastest pace in at least
two decades. Some of the gains, retail executives
say, might be permanent.
The number of inbound containers arriving at
Eastern ports rose about 9% in the first half of the
year compared with the same period in 2021.

ASF GLOBAL + GNOSIS FREIGHT
Stay informed and up-to-date with your shipments
utilizing customizable Gnotifications; receive batch
updates for new bookings, vessel ETA changes, or
new containers arriving at port.
Set alerts for new bookings, ETA changes, container
arrivals, approaching last free days, etc.
Customize your Gnotifications to be alerted as
much, or as little, as you prefer.
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WHATS NEW AT ASF GLOBAL

ASF DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
Virtually no company has been able to avoid the
post-COVID supply chain chaos. Vessel ETAs are
often unpredictable, backordering product and
impacting your company’s bottom line. Although
there’s not one “fix-all” solution, there are
purchasing and inventory strategies that can help
keep your operations running smoothly.
ASF Global is helping new and existing customers
improve their distribution efficiency by exploring
the world of modern distribution centers.
For years, warehouses had only been large storage
facilities where product was received, racked, then
pulled. Nowadays, modern distribution warehouses
utilize mixed PO pulls, order fulfilment, packaging,
and transportation services to meet the needs of
their customers.

ASF Global has partnerships with a
nationwide network of warehouses and
transportation fleets to fit the needs of each
customer.
Managing and staffing a warehouse or
distribution center is not easy. Let ASF help
you focus on what you do best, serving your
customers, while we handle the rest.
Reach out today to Cameron Segal at
csegal@asfglobal.net for more information
on this.
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Upcoming Events
Where you can find us

High Point Market
Oct. 22-26

874 Walt Miller St, Mt Pleasant, SC 29464
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